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Lowering his voice, Zhan Tianfeng gritted his teeth and looked at Chen Fei, warning:
"Boy, you'd better keep my words in your heart.When the lecture is over, I will let you
know what regret is."

  Chen Fei took out his ears , I did not put Zhan Tianfeng's words in my heart at all.

  Instead, he waved his hand at Yi Yuxi, and then walked directly towards the
entrance. "Yuxi, I'm going first, and wait for the meeting."

  Seeing this, Zhan Tianfeng looked angry.

  Wu Ming on the side, also gritted his teeth at the moment and whispered: "This
guy is too arrogant. However, it is not so

  easy to get the tickets to the Wuhui Club. Can he go in?" Yi mother also said: "
Even if there are tickets, what about? He doesn’t line up, this is to disturb the order,
maybe he will be thrown out directly, and it will be embarrassing at that time.”

  Then, all of them looked gloating and looking at Chen Fei towards the entrance .

  At the entrance, the guard apparently also noticed Chen Fei, with a vigilant look
on his face, frowned and looked over, "Who are you, do you have tickets? If yes, line
up behind—"

  However, if the guard is impatient Before finishing, Chen Fei directly drew out a

card and shook it in front of the guard.

  Seeing the card, the guard suddenly changed his face, nodded quickly, and said
respectfully to Chen Fei: "Master, please come in."

  Chen Fei nodded, collected the card, and walked into the meeting place.

  Behind him, Zhan Tianfeng, who had been waiting for a good show, and his team
were so surprised that they couldn't believe the result.



  "How could--"

  "He went straight in?"

  "Are there any special circumstances?"

  …

  But, they dare not step forward and ask what is going on, they can only guess in
their hearts.

  Wu Ming frowned: "Perhaps, the guy got the tickets by Yu Qingmei orWei Ling."

  "It must be them, absolutely right." Yi mother heard the words and quickly said,
"A big man, rely on Two women, guys who eat soft rice, sad."

  Zhan Tianfeng also snorted coldly, said: "It's even more ridiculous to mix in,
Humenzong's Wanzhongchao is already inside, the boy asks for blessings!"

  Then, the group continued Wait in line and wait to enter the venue.

  It didn't take long for Zhan Tianfeng, Yi Yuxi and Wu Ming to enter the venue

with tickets.

  In the huge meeting place, a lot of people have gathered at the moment. Everyone
chatted enthusiastically, and even some people started to discuss in the meeting room, a
warm martial art scene.

  When Zhan Tianfeng and Wu Ming saw such a scene, their eyes brightened, their
expressions excited, and their eyes searched among the crowd, preparing to find a
relationship.

  At the moment, Yi Yuxi's gaze was also scanning among the crowd, but it was
Chen Fei who was looking for it.



  "Master, I'm going to the bathroom." Yi Yuxi made an excuse and was about to
leave.

  Zhan Tianfeng frowned lightly and said, "Go and go back quickly. Pay attention
here, don't provoke trouble. Here are people with backgrounds. If something goes
wrong, I won't be able to protect you, do you understand?"

  "I understand. Master!" Yi Yuxi clutched his stomach and looked worried.

  "Go!" Zhan Tianfeng waved his hand.

  Yi Yuxi trot for a while, got into the crowd, and left quickly.

  The venue is very large and there are many people coming, with a scale of more
than 2,000 people.

  Yi Yuxi looked anxiously through the crowd, but he never found Chen Fei. Just
when Yi Yuxi panted and looked worried. The gaze in the corner of her eyes suddenly
glanced at the corner of the meeting place, sitting a quiet figure.

  Suddenly, Yi Yuxi's eyes lit up and hurried away.

  At the moment, Chen Fei, sitting in the corner, holding a cup of tea and drinking
quietly.

  He didn't have much interest in communicating with the soldiers on the scene.
And most of the people on the scene did not know him, nor could he see his strength,
and naturally no one took the initiative to greet him.

  Chen Fei took a sip of water, and just after putting down the glass, a familiar voice
came from his ear, "Brother Chen, great, I finally found you." He

  turned his head and saw Yi Yuxi's pure sweaty cheeks. Chen Fei lightly laughed:



"Yuxi, you are here. Is it so urgent, is there something wrong?"

  Yi Yuxi looked anxious and took Chen Fei's arm, said: "Brother Chen, the big
thing is not good, you hurry up Leave here!"

  "Leave?" Chen Fei puzzled. "What happened

  to Yuxi ?" Yi Yuxi gasped slightly and said, "Brother Chen, my master said just
now. Humen Zong's palm The gate is in the hall, you are in the venue. You hurt the
disciples Luo Han and Tu Wei of the Humen Sect, and Wan Zhonghao will not let you

go."

  "Humen Zong's master,Wan Zhonghao!" Chen Fei Unfamiliar with this name, but
think of Humenzong and Lingyuzong are between Bozhong. The strength of the ten
thousand gorges is probably similar to that of Zhan Tianfeng, and the mid-level
prefecture level is not bad.

  For this kind of person, Chen Fei didn't take it seriously, so he smiled at Yi Yuxi:
"Yuxi, don't worry. I'm able to cope with it!"

  "However, Brother Chen, he is the leader of Humen Zong. He is very powerful.
Moreover, they also have many people who know each other at the scene. If all of them
are called, it will be troublesome for you to do it." Yi Yuxi said anxiously.

  Immediately, she thought of something and added: "Brother Chen, the master
speaks about the Wuhui, you don't have to worry. I will record it and show it to you

when the time comes. If I can't record the video, I will write it down and tell you.

  Yes ." She thought Chen Fei was reluctant to participate in the Wushu meeting

before she refused to leave. So now anxiously persuaded.

  Upon seeing this, Chen Fei filled with warmth and gently smiled, "Yu Xi, thank
you for your concern for me. When Brother Chen is really not afraid, because, you
Brother Chen, I was invited as a guest, I Not ordinary people, even if there are many
people, they dare not treat me!"



  "Ah, invited guests, Brother Chen, you really--" The little girl is a little
unbelievable.

  Chen Fei is about to explain.

  But at the moment, there was a sneer next to him, Wu Ming said: "Yu Xi, he's
such a nonsense, you won't be fooled by him!"

  "This is the master lectures, invited guests, They are all masters of martial arts,
warriors of the realm of heaven. Do you think he is?"

  Zhan Tianfeng also carried his hands on his back and said coldly: "What is

arrogant and ignorant, dare to talk nonsense here. If it is present The guru heard, I think
you are going to die without a burial place."

  Wen Yan, Yi Yuxi suddenly anxious, looked at Chen Fei with a worried face.

  Chen Fei lightly glanced at Zhan Tianfeng andWu Ming. They didn't talk to them
nonsense at all, but said lightly: "Xia Chong can't speak ice. A few ants, naturally don't
understand the strong man's things."

  "You--" Zhan Tianfeng His face sank and his expression was furious.
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